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Objective: This study was to evaluate a new theory of the human body gravity and the relativity between Brain – Body – Cognition. which is the extension of Einstein’s hypothesis. The aim of my research is to lead us to an efficient resolution for certain diseases where the transaction is affected; I will specify the main cause of the effects and the therapy resolution for the Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) cases: Movement collapse and cognition stuck in the flashback.

Methods: Therapy applicable with a bioproduct based on the body’s energies’ relativity. The human body encompasses three functional energies: (1) Energy A: it’s the body’s belt protection; the tissues composing this protective veil are manipulated by the blood velocity which proceeds to the digital functioning of the respiratory rhythm. (2) Energy B: this energy is the passage to the level of the lymphatic system; it promotes the creation and the multiplication of the different agents composing the lymph which is the main element of the body magnetism and (3) Energy C: it allows the multiplication of the cells main element of the nutrition of the bones, it also causes a pressure that allows the creation of the law of gravity of the body. It is an energy self-defense of the body against the negative radiation of the atmosphere.

Theoretical work: Body Gravity is based on the magnetic field of each neuron. Neurons provide the transmission of a bioelectric signal called nerve impulse. Neurons have two physiological properties: excitability or the ability to respond to stimulations and convert them into nerve impulses, and conductivity, which is the ability to transmit impulses. The source of the body’s energies is the mitochondria, the power plant of the cells.

Conclusion: Summarizing, relativity leads us to study in an innovative way the human body energies and their coordination. I found that Gravity G-therapy efficient based on relativity reduces largely the effects of the flow between the movement and the cognition.
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Notes: